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ABSTRACT
Bullying is a serious national health issue among adolescents.
Social media o↵ers a new opportunity to study bullying in
both physical and cyber worlds. Sentiment analysis has the
potential to identify victims who pose high risk to them-
selves or others, and to enhance the scientific understanding
of bullying overall. We identify seven emotions common in
bullying. While some of the emotions are well-studied be-
fore, others are non-standard in the sentiment analysis lit-
erature. We propose a fast training procedure to recognize
these emotions without explicitly producing a conventional
labeled training dataset. We apply our procedure to social
media posts on bullying and discuss our findings.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [DATABASE MANAGEMENT]: Database Ap-
plications—Data mining ; I.2.7 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLI-
GENCE]: Natural Language Processing—Text analysis

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
sentiment analysis, bullying, social media mining

1. INTRODUCTION TO BULLYING
Bullying, also called peer victimization, has been identified
as a serious national health concern among adolescents [39,
38, 1]. One is being bullied or victimized when he or she
is exposed repeatedly over time to negative actions on the
part of others [30]. Far-reaching and insidious sequelae of
bullying include intrapersonal problems [18, 17] and lethal
school violence in the most extreme cases [26]. Youth who
experience peer victimization report more symptoms of de-
pression, anxiety, loneliness, and low self-worth compared to
their nonvictimized counterparts [3, 4, 13, 15]. Bullying hap-
pens traditionally in the physical world and, recently, online
as well; the latter is known as cyberbullying [7, 12, 42, 41].
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Bullying takes multiple forms, most noticeably face-to-face
physical (e.g., hitting), verbal (e.g., name-calling), and rela-
tional (e.g., exclusion) [2, 23, 29]. Cyberbullying reflects a
venue (other than face to face contact) through which ver-
bal and relational forms can occur. Bullying usually starts
in primary school, peaks in middle school, and lasts well into
high school and beyond [27, 36, 9]. Across a national sam-
ple of students in grades 4 through 12 in the United States,
38% of students reported being bullied by others and 32%
reported bullying others [40].

Participants in a bullying episode take well-defined roles (see
Figure 1). The traditional roles include the bully (or bul-
lies), the victims, bystanders (who saw the event but did not
intervene), defenders of the victim, assistants to the bully
(who did not initiate but went along with the bully), and
reinforcers (who did not directly join in with the bully but
encouraged the bully by laughing, for example) [34]. We
also defined two new roles that are common in social media:
reporter (may not be present during the episode, unlike a by-
stander) and accuser (accusing someone as the bully) [43].
More than one person can have the same role in a bullying
episode.

reinforcer

bystander

bully victim

assistant defender reporter

accuser

Figure 1: Participants’ role in a bullying episode
(Reproduced from [43])

Bullying has been studied from at least two angles. The
social science study of bullying has a long history but is lim-
ited by small sample size and time-consuming data collec-
tion [28]. The computer science study of bullying is emerg-
ing with promising results [43, 22, 10, 33, 20, 5, 21]. The
latter has a distinct focus on bullying in social media, where
participants of a bullying episode post their bullying experi-
ences. Such posts, called bullying traces, include but far
exceed incidences of cyberbullying. In our previous work,



we showed how computational techniques can help to an-
swer several scientific questions by mining bullying traces in
Twitter [43]. However, to our knowledge emotions in bully-
ing traces have not received wide attention from the research
community. It is the goal of the present paper to raise aware-
ness of this fertile topic, and to provide initial results on the
sentiment study of bullying.

2. EMOTIONS IN BULLYING TRACES AS
IDENTIFIED BY OUR SENTIMENT CLAS-
SIFIER

Sentiment analysis on bullying traces is of significant impor-
tance. Victims usually experience negative emotions such
as depression, anxiety and loneliness. In extreme cases such
emotions are more violent or even suicidal, for example,

“I’m tired of all this bullying. I could never stand
up for myself & sometimes I just want to kill
myself.”

Detecting at-risk individuals via sentiment analysis enables
potential interventions. In addition, social scientists are in-
terested in sentiment analysis on bullying traces to under-
stand participants’ motivations.

There are a wide range of emotions expressed in bullying
traces. After manually inspecting a number of bullying
traces in Twitter, our domain experts identified seven most
common emotions:

1. Anger: “He is always laughing at me because he is a
bully damnit! #Ashley”

2. Embarrassment: “@USER everyone is bullying me be-
cause I couldn’t find the word peach in a crossword.
It’s 1am”

3. Empathy: “@USER I’m sorry you get bullied. I’m
really surprised at how many people this has happened
to. #bulliesSuck ”

4. Fear: “i was being bullied and i didn’t want to go to
school really i would throw fits everymorning and i hope
that michel sees this”

5. Pride: “Everyone on this earth is a bully , except me .
Because I’m perfect. #jillism”

6. Relief: “@USER I was rambling and then... I cried.
Like, CRIED. He was touched! APC helped me thru
the teasing and bullying man...”

7. Sadness: “things were bad when I was younger I got
bullied so much because of my disabilites I don’t want
the same thing happening to my brother.”

This list is by no means comprehensive. Other emotions or
mixtures of several basic emotions may also appear in bul-
lying traces. These seven categories are the most common
ones based on our current study. Also note that due to the
length limits (140 characters), an individual tweet may be
only a sentence in a conversation thread. Therefore, the
majority of bullying traces in Twitter cannot be associated
with definite emotions.

3. A FAST MACHINE LEARNING PROCE-
DURE

As shown above, some emotions involved in bullying traces
have not been well studied in sentiment analysis, for exam-
ple, embarrassment and relief. To make the problem worse,
manually labeling a large amount of training tweets is di�-
cult and time consuming even for our domain experts.

Recognizing these challenges, we use a fast training proce-
dure for sentiment analysis. Our goal is supervised learn-
ing, specifically classifying a tweet into one of the predefined
emotion categories. However, we require no explicit labeled
training data on tweets. Instead, we will rely on “distantly
labeled data” (to be made clear next) that are much easier
to obtain. We point out upfront that it will be di�cult to
assess the accuracy of the resulting classifier, since we do
not have an in-domain labeled dataset. However, our obser-
vations point to a useful classifier. Coupled with the ease of
training and its applicability to other emotions and domains,
our procedure is still attractive.

3.1 Relations to Prior Work
Most sentiment analysis work focused on the overall polar-
ity of a document: positive, negative or neutral [32, 24]. A
few work considered several basic emotions at a finer level
and created emotional lexicons for each category [37]. Re-
cently, sentiment analysis on social media [44], especially
Twitter [31], has been receiving increasing attention. Cam-
bria et al. [6] proposed a sentiment analysis approach to
identify malicious posts from social media. Our domain of
bullying is fresh with very few existing resources. In addi-
tion, although bullying traces are abundant, only a small
fraction of them are associated with strong emotions. It
poses challenges to obtain enough training examples for all
the emotion categories, especially the rare and non-standard
ones.

Our approach is inspired by the “concept labeling” work of
Chenthamarakshan et al. [8] to minimize the supervision ef-
fort in constructing text classification models. In their sys-
tem, instead of labeling a set of training examples experts
annotate how “concepts” are related to the target class. We
push this idea further where neither labeled examples nor
labeled concepts are necessary for building the emotion clas-
sifiers.

Our procedure consists of two steps. The first step is in
the same spirit as the dictionary-based sentiment lexicon
generation method [16], which exploits synonym structure of
a dictionary to bootstrap the sentiment lexicon. Our second
step is similar to the idea of corpus-based sentiment lexicon
generation method [14, 19], which uses a domain corpus to
extend sentiment lexicon by sentence structure or sentiment
consistency assumption. As tweets are very short – usually
a few sentences – the sentiment is usually consistent within
a tweet.

3.2 Task Description
Following [43], we obtain bullying traces via Twitter stream-
ing API such that: (i) each tweet contains at lease one the
following keywords “bully, bullied, bullying”, and (ii) the
tweet passes a bullying-or-not text classifier. We want to rec-



ognize the emotion involved in each bullying trace identified
by this procedure. We define 8 emotion classes: anger, em-
barrassment, empathy, fear, pride, relief, sadness, and other.
The last class captures bullying traces without obvious emo-
tion or not one of the seven emotions. Thus, our task is to
build an eight-class text classifier with little supervision.

3.3 Fast Learning
Our learning procedure includes four steps: (1) collecting
seed words, (2) collecting online documents, (3) creating fea-
ture extractors, and (4) building a text classifier. None of
the steps requires explicit labeling a corpus.

Collecting Seed Words. We start by collecting seed words
Se which are related to each emotion e (except for the other
category). Lexicons exist for certain emotions such as anger
and sadness but not all [37]. As we want to handle the non-
standard emotion categories, we create such lists from two
general resources which are available for all emotions:

1. Many websites provide synonym dictionary service.1

We look up the category name of emotion e such as
“anger” and add all its synonyms to SSY N

e .

2. We search for the category name of emotion e in Word-
Net [25, 11], and add all words appearing in the synsets
to SWN

e . In addition, we also include all words in
synsets listed as their “derivationally related form”and
their “similar to,” “full troponym” or “full hyponyms”
sets depending on the part of speech (adjectives, verbs,
or nouns).

By doing so, we collect two seed word lists SSY N
e and SWN

e

for each emotion e. This step took less than half an hour
manually. Note that it does not require any human judg-
ments and can be implemented automatically if preferred.

Collecting Online Documents. We can broaden the cov-
erage of the keywords by collecting documents containing
them. We invoked Twitter search API to query each key-
word and retrieve up to 100 recent tweets per query. We
queried each word in SSY N

e and SWN
e separately, and ob-

tained two tweet corpora TSY N
e and TWN

e . Obviously, other
search services can be employed, too. Given the seed word
list, this step can be automated without any human inter-
vention.

Creating Feature Extractors. We perform stopword re-
moval and stemming on TSY N

e and TWN
e as in [43]. Our

stopword list is based on the SMART system [35], aug-
mented with domain specific stopwords such as“bully,”“bul-
lying,” “bullied,” “bullies,” “@USER,”“ref” and some punc-
tuations. We then represent each tweet in TSY N

e , TWN
e by

unigrams and bigrams features. We count the occurrences
of each feature collectively within TSY N

e or TWN
e and re-

move features appearing less than five times. We define a
vocabulary as the union of seed words in SSY N [ SWN and
the remained features in TSY N [ TWN .

1http://www.synonyms.net/synonym
http://dico.isc.cnrs.fr/dico/en/search
http://dictionary.reference.com/

With the vocabulary, we represent SSY N
e as a feature vector

vSY N
e where the elements are the counts. We normalize the

vector so that it has norm 1. Do the same for SWN
e , TSY N

e ,
and TWN

e separately to obtain vWN
e , vSY N

e , and vWN
e . Here

we treat each of TSY N
e and TWN

e as a single large document.
Furthermore, we treat the union SSY N

e [ SWN
e [ TSY N

e [
TWN
e as single document and compute its feature vector

vall
e . Thus, for each emotion e we have five feature vectors

{vSY N
e , vWN

e , vSY N
e , vWN

e , vall
e }. In total, we have 35 such

feature vectors for the seven emotions.

We use these 35 vectors as feature extractors. Given a test
document we apply the same text processing and represent
it as feature vector d. We then compute the inner product

d>v

against each of the 35 feature extractors v above and ob-
tain a 35-dimensional vector x. Clearly, no supervision from
human is needed in this step either.

Building Text Classifiers. This is the step where tra-
ditionally labeled bullying tweets are needed. Instead, we
use easy-to-obtain distantly-labeled data. Though our do-
main is tweets, we train a text classifier on Wikipedia pages.
Wikipedia API supports downloading pages matching a ti-
tle or category name query. For each word in SSY N

e [SWN
e ,

we collect the retrieved Wikipedia pages. 2 Each such page
is automatically labeled as with emotion e. We therefore
automatically constructed a labeled Wikipedia corpus with
964 pages.

We run each Wikipedia page in this corpus through our fea-
ture extractors to represent the page as a 35-dimensional
vector. We train a standard 7-class SVM (note we do not
model the “other” class yet) on the Wikipedia corpus. We
compared linear and RBF kernels, tuned SVM regularization
parameter C and � in the RBF kernel function (exp(��kx�
yk2)) in the grid {10�3, 10�2, . . . , 103} with 10-fold cross
validation. The best model is obtained with RBF kernel,
C = 1000 and � = 0.1.On the Wikipedia corpus, it achieves
a CV error of 15%. Its confusion matrix is shown in Table 1.

3.4 Model Evaluation and Usage
To understand the performance of the trained SVM, we com-
pare it against three baseline methods. Note the comparison
is based on the Wikipedia corpus, not the Twitter domain
where we have no labeled data. Using the SVM on Twitter
will be discussed at the end of this section.

The three baseline methods are:

1. SSY N . For test document d, we compute the inner
product d>vSY N

e for each emotion e and predict the
class with the maximum value:

e⇤ = arg max
e

d>vSY N
e .

Ties are randomly broken.

2It is important to note that the nature of the Wikipedia
API means that the pages do not necessarily contain the
query keywords, which enables us to learn something more
than keyword matching.



Table 1: Confusion Matrix of the 7-class SVM on
the Wikipedia corpus

predicted as
ang. emb. emp. fear pri. rel. sad.

ang. 112 0 0 9 0 2 3
emb. 0 21 0 3 0 2 1
emp. 1 0 7 7 0 1 2
fear 3 1 0 381 1 23 4
pri. 0 0 0 4 23 0 1
rel. 2 1 0 42 0 198 3
sad. 4 0 2 14 0 4 82

Table 2: Cross validation error of di↵erent methods
Fast Training SVM SSY N SWN Majority

0.15 0.31 0.43 0.42

2. SWN . Same as above but use the WordNet keywords:

e⇤ = arg max
e

d>vWN
e .

Both baselines are related to simple keyword matching.

3. Majority. All five feature extractors make their own
predictions as above, and there is a majority vote among
the five for the final decision. Again, ties are randomly
broken.

Table 2 shows the cross validation error of these methods.
The proposed fast training SVM achieves the lowest error.

However, the above results were all on the Wikipedia corpus.
Recall that our test domain is Twitter, for which we do not
have labeled data. When a test tweet comes, we first convert
it into the 35-dimensional vector via the feature extractors
and apply the trained SVM. We set a threshold ⌧ on the
margin output from SVM, whenever the largest margin is
lower than ⌧ , we predict it as other. Otherwise, we predict
the label with the largest margin. The threshold ⌧ is set
manually by controlling the positive rate at 5% on a separate
random tweet data set.

4. EMOTION IN BULLYING TRACES
We apply the SVM to 3,001,427 bullying traces from August
5, 2011 to April 12, 2012 (about eight months). Figure 2
shows the number of daily bullying traces in each emotion
categories. Overall, the number of bullying traces is increas-
ing because of growing social media usages. All emotion
curves have the similar shape but di↵erent o↵set (note the
y-axis is in log scale), indicating that the fraction of di↵er-
ent emotions remain stable in the study period. The curves
show a weekly (7-day) pattern, which we hypothesize is due
to fewer direct interactions among students during the week-
ends. The few spikes are caused by celebrity events related
to bullying which generated a large number of tweets. In
what follows, we remove the few spike days since they are
outliers.

We aggregate the counts over the study period for each cat-
egory and compute their fractions over all bullying traces.
Figure 3(a) shows that most (94%) bullying traces are not

Figure 2: The daily counts of bullying traces in dif-
ferent emotion categories from August 5, 2011 to
April 12, 2012.

associated with obvious emotions, which matches our ob-
servations from manual inspection. Figure 3(b) presents a
break down of the 6% emotional bullying traces. Half of
them contain fear, followed by sadness, anger and relief.
Embarrassment, empathy and pride are virtually abscent.
This also highlights the data skewness issue if the human
annotators were to manually label bullying traces.

(a) emotional or not (b) fraction within emotional

Figure 3: Fraction of emotion categories

Recall that participants in a bullying episode take several
well-defined roles. We hypothesize that di↵erent roles may
express di↵erent emotions. We apply author-role classi-
fier [43] to the bullying traces, therefore, each tweet is asso-
ciated with an author role label by this classifier. Figure 4
shows the fraction of emotions for each author’s role. We
assume that authors of one role generate tweets in one emo-
tion with probability p. The bars show the MLE estimations
of p and the error bars indicate the Binomial 95% confidence
intervals. Compared to other roles, accusers seem to express
more fear but less anger. Reporter and victims seem to ex-
perience more sadness and relief than other roles. However,
these observations should be taken with a grain of salt: The
emotion in a bullying trace may not be the author’s own feel-
ings. It is possible that the authors sometimes discuss other
participants’ emotions. Our emotion classifier is not capable
of distinguishing emotions of the author vs. of other people.
A detailed analysis with deeper natural language processing



remains future work. In addition, we have noticed that ac-
cusers often express fear jokingly (i.e., teasing; see below).
For example, “@USER lol really?! I’m so scared!! I hope I
am not verbally beaten. You cyber bully ;),” “@USER you
are such a bully!!!haha & im sooooo scared if him.lol.” This
might help explain why accusers seems to have more fear.

Figure 4: The fraction of emotions by author’s role.

In our previous work, we found that many bullying traces
were written jokingly (i.e., teasing), which may indicate the
lack of severity of a bullying episode [43]. It is interesting to
see if there is any di↵erences in terms of emotion between
teasing and non-teasing bullying traces. In Figure 5, we
observe that teasing bullying traces contain less sadness and
relief. This seems reasonable, as in general these emotions
are expressed more seriously rather than jokingly. On the
other hand, teasing bullying traces contain more fear. We
speculate that people may pretend to be afraid of a bully
even though in reality they are not. For example,“@USER
I’m so scared haha there’s like ten girls then like 30 lads! I’m
gonna get so bullied#boohoo,”“@USER eh ya!!!! sometimes
i very scared to approach them, like i want to bully them like
that LOL HAHAHA..”

5. CONCLUSIONS
We identified a wide range of emotions in bullying traces and
proposed a fast learning procedure to train a model to auto-
matically recognizing them. We applied the trained model
to Twitter posts on bullying and report several interesting
findings. We hope this study encourages the community to
devote more e↵ort to sentiment analysis on bullying, with
the goal of reliably identifying individuals at-risk.
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